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Scope of Talk
• Local wind forcing
• Time scales of weather systems (a 

couple of days to two weeks or so)
• Attention on continental shelf 

– 30-250 m (15-150 fm) total water depth
– 0-50 km (0-30 nm) from coast
– 50 km (30 nm) or more in the along-shelf 

direction
• Effect on surface parcels



Conclusions
• The thinness of river plumes means that the Ekman transport 

response is confined to the near surface.  This can lead to 
surprisingly large velocities in response to relatively moderate 
wind forcing events.

• For downwelling favorable winds, onshore Ekman transport 
pushes the river plume close to the coast trapping it there. On 
the west coast, this implies poleward flow that reinforces the 
tendency of river plumes to turn to the right after leaving the 
river mouth.

• For upwelling favorable winds, offshore Ekman transport 
pushes the river plume away from the coast. On the west coast, 
upwelling implies equatorward flow that overwhelms the 
tendency of river plumes to turn to the right after leaving the 
river mouth.

• Fluctuating wind forcing leads to a bidirectional river plume with 
remnant pieces of the river plume both north and south of the 
river mouth.



Upwelling/downwelling without 
river plumes

• The Ekman layer



Lentz, 1992

What does the oceanic surface boundary layer look like?
Q, surface heat flux

“slab-like” layer 
velocity 90° to 
right of wind (in 
northern 
hemisphere), 
well-mixed

u*, shear velocity



• net transport integrated through surface boundary 
layer is 90° to the right of the wind (Northern 
Hemisphere)
• transport magnitude grows in proportion to the wind 
stress τ and inversely with f, τ/ρf
• Surface boundary layer depth depends on wind 
stress, τ, stratification, NI, and surface heat flux, Q

Surface Layer:  Ekman transport



Lentz, 1992

Ekman transport in coastal 
upwelling regions



For a slab-like mixed layer, an estimate of the surface 
velocity is simply the Ekman transport divided by the 
depth of the surface boundary layer

How big are surface velocities due to 
Ekman transport?

USE = τ/ρf = 10-1Pa/(103kg/m3*10-4sec-1) = 1 m2/s

uSE = USE/HSML

Off northern California, H  = 20 m → uSE = 1/20 = 0.05 m/s

Off Oregon, H  = 10 m → uSE = 1/10 = 0.10 m/s

In the Columbia River plume, H  = 5 m → uSE = 1/5 = 0.20 m/s



Upwelling/downwelling without 
river plumes

• The Ekman layer
• Upwelling/downwelling



Coastal Upwelling/Downwelling:

Coastal Upwelling:
Wind to South.  Ekman transport in 
surface layer is to right of wind 
(West).  Flow is divergent at the 
coast.  Deeper water is upwelled
into near-surface.

Coastal Downwelling:
Wind to North.  Ekman transport in 
surface layer is to right of wind 
(East).  Flow is convergent at the 
coast.  Deeper vertical velocity is 
downward.

Courtesy Mike Kosro



AB Δx

Δh

How big  is the along-shelf current?
A typical Δh is − 0.05 m
If Δx is 10 km = 104 m, and
g ≈ 10 m/s2 and f ≈ 10-4s-1, then

This is a strong current:  about 1 knot.  Much 
stronger than the cross-shelf current 
(estimated earlier at about 0.05-0.20 m/s).  

Unstratified Water: pressure gradient caused 
by slope in sea surface elevation
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Courtesy Mike Kosro

Geostrophic 
balance



What if the water is stratified?

Sloping blue lines are constant density
Dashed lines (isobars) are constant pressure.
Pressure lines (isobars) slope because

(1) the sea surface is tilted and 
(2) the density of water above them varies from on to off shore.

Now, the pressure gradient varies is strongest at the surface, weaker as 
you go down in the water column → v is strongest at the surface, 
weaker at depth.

Courtesy Mike Kosro



From Huyer (1990)

Upwelling Downwelling

Huyer (1990)

Equatorward coastal jet Poleward coastal current



Wind-driven circulation off northern California

SML depth

u*/(Nf)1/2

BML depth

“HPRT”

Dever et al. (2006)



River plumes without 
Upwelling/downwelling



Small plume, W<LR, unaffected 
by earth’s rotation

V, shelf flow

Rotation is unimportant and the plume just responds to 
whatever the existing flow is outside the estuary.



For a big plume, W>LR, rotation is 
important and plume turns right at the 

coast (in the northern hemisphere)

u

Initially moves distance Li = u/f from coast 
before turning right

Li, u/f, is the inertial length scale where 
u is the plume velocity at the estuary 
mouth



Under influence of rotation, plume 
reattaches to coast downstream about 2 

LR from estuary mouth

2LR

L = 2πLR

Complicated 
area

Plume meanders may 
exist downstream



River plumes impacted by 
upwelling/downwelling



In reality, winds fluctuate throughout the summer over the Oregon 
and Washington shelves moving the plume north and south.

Model view of plume under upwelling conditions
http://www.ccalmr.ogi.edu/CORIE/cruises/wecoma/plume_images_dev.html



Model view of plume under downwelling conditions
http://www.ccalmr.ogi.edu/CORIE/cruises/wecoma/plume_images_dev.html

In reality, winds fluctuate throughout the summer over the Oregon 
and Washington shelves moving the plume north and south.



Hickey et al. (2005)

(following upwelling winds)
Conceptual model of plume influence by variable winds

remnant 
upwelling 
plume



Hickey et al. (2005)

Satellite images show remnant plume after several wind events



Mooring records from 2004 River Influences on Shelf 
Ecosystems (RISE) study



Shallow plume (5 m) evident following poleward 
(downwelling favorable) wind events



Shallow plume (5 m) evident following 
equatorward (upwelling favorable) wind events





Conclusions
• The thinness of river plumes means that the Ekman transport 

response is confined to the near surface.  This can lead to 
surprisingly large velocities in response to relatively moderate 
wind forcing events.

• For downwelling favorable winds, onshore Ekman transport 
pushes the river plume close to the coast trapping it there. On 
the west coast, this implies poleward flow that reinforces the 
tendency of river plumes to turn to the right after leaving the 
river mouth.

• For upwelling favorable winds, offshore Ekman transport 
pushes the river plume away from the coast. On the west coast, 
upwelling implies equatorward flow that overwhelms the 
tendency of river plumes to turn to the right after leaving the 
river mouth.

• Fluctuating wind forcing leads to a bidirectional river plume with 
remnant pieces of the river plume both north and south of the 
river mouth.



Summary
• Local wind-forcing affects circulation in 

predictable ways (upwelling/downwelling).
• There is a well known latitudinal gradient in 

wind forcing off the west coast of North 
America.

• Actual response to wind forcing is 
complicated by 3-dimensional processes.

• As the depth of the surface boundary layer 
decreases, the near surface velocities due to 
wind forcing can increase.

• Wind forcing affects river plumes as well



Drifter animations
• http://www.ccs.ucsd.edu/research/sbcsmb/animations/



Drifter animations
• http://www.ccs.ucsd.edu/research/sbcsmb/animations/



Drifter animations
• http://www.ccs.ucsd.edu/research/sbcsmb/animations/



Drifter animations
• http://www.ccs.ucsd.edu/research/sbcsmb/animations/



Actual seasonal cycle of winds (and 
hence upwelling/downwelling) varies 

with latitude

Dorman and Winant (1995)







Mackas (2005)


